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Usability TestingUsability Testing

 Literature suggests a usable Web site:Literature suggests a usable Web site:
•• facilitates ease in completing afacilitates ease in completing a

task/efficiency in reaching a goaltask/efficiency in reaching a goal
•• user satisfaction with design anduser satisfaction with design and

experienceexperience

 Inquiry, Inspection, and Inquiry, Inspection, and FormalFormal
TestingTesting

BattlesonBattleson, Booth, & , Booth, & WeintropWeintrop (2001);  (2001); HomHom (1998);  (1998); Nielsen (2003);Nielsen (2003);
Palmer (2002)Palmer (2002)



Importance of Usability TestingImportance of Usability Testing

 Increasing pervasiveness of Internet/WebIncreasing pervasiveness of Internet/Web
technology for commercial and personal use:technology for commercial and personal use:
•• Over 30% of Americans access the Web every dayOver 30% of Americans access the Web every day

 Web users:Web users:
•• tend to scan pages leaving much of the page unexploredtend to scan pages leaving much of the page unexplored

•• invest about 11 seconds per pageinvest about 11 seconds per page

•• ““satisficesatisfice”” or select the first alternative that meets their or select the first alternative that meets their
minimum requirementsminimum requirements

•• Leave Web sites in 1 minute 49 seconds if theyLeave Web sites in 1 minute 49 seconds if they
determined the site did not meet their needsdetermined the site did not meet their needs

Cockrell & Jayne, (2002); Krug, (2000); National Telecommunications,Cockrell & Jayne, (2002); Krug, (2000); National Telecommunications,
(2004); Nielsen, (2004b, 2001a, 2001b, 1997); (2004); Nielsen, (2004b, 2001a, 2001b, 1997); ShroederShroeder, 1998, 1998



ConventionsConventions
Examples:Examples:

•• consistency;consistency;
•• underlined links,underlined links,
•• body text with san-serif fonts,body text with san-serif fonts,
•• left-handed navigation,left-handed navigation,
•• larger fonts for headlines, andlarger fonts for headlines, and
•• logos in upper left-hand cornerlogos in upper left-hand corner

Effects:Effects:
•• Promote familiarity among sitesPromote familiarity among sites
•• Reduces cognitive effort required to navigateReduces cognitive effort required to navigate
•• Users can better predict how sites will behaveUsers can better predict how sites will behave

HodgkinsonHodgkinson, (2003); Krug, (2000); Nielsen, (2004a, 1997); Powell,, (2003); Krug, (2000); Nielsen, (2004a, 1997); Powell,
(1998); (1998); ShroederShroeder, (1998), (1998)



NavigationNavigation
 Provides users with a sense of location byProvides users with a sense of location by

making the content organization visiblemaking the content organization visible

 ““BreadcrumbsBreadcrumbs”” show path relative to where show path relative to where
user has been user has been –– supplement primary supplement primary
navigationnavigation

 Important for users who do not enter a WebImportant for users who do not enter a Web
site through its home pagesite through its home page

 Limited research on specific navigationalLimited research on specific navigational
schemesschemes

Krug, (2000); Nielsen, (2000); Rosenfeld & Krug, (2000); Nielsen, (2000); Rosenfeld & MorvilleMorville, (1998); Subramanian,, (1998); Subramanian,
(2004); Yu & Han, (2001)(2004); Yu & Han, (2001)



ExampleExample



Web site StructureWeb site Structure

 The hierarchy model is the most commonThe hierarchy model is the most common
because it allows for both depth andbecause it allows for both depth and
breadth of choicesbreadth of choices

 Research on how to balance thisResearch on how to balance this
depth/breadth tradeoff indicates deeperdepth/breadth tradeoff indicates deeper
sites (3 levels) negatively impact tasksites (3 levels) negatively impact task
performanceperformance

 Little research examining structure inLittle research examining structure in
conjunction with menu presentationconjunction with menu presentation

Larsen & Czerwinski, (1998); Powell, (1998); Rosenfeld & Larsen & Czerwinski, (1998); Powell, (1998); Rosenfeld & MorevilleMoreville, (1998);, (1998);
Subramanian, (2004); Yu & Han, (2001)Subramanian, (2004); Yu & Han, (2001)



We site StructureWe site Structure

Deep linking: fewer
choices, pass through
more levels

Wide linking: many
choices, pass
through fewer levels



Internet Self-EfficacyInternet Self-Efficacy

 Users who have been routinely unsuccessfulUsers who have been routinely unsuccessful
in using the Web may develop low self-in using the Web may develop low self-
efficacy, lacking confidence in their abilitiesefficacy, lacking confidence in their abilities
to successfully use the Internetto successfully use the Internet

 Previous research suggests:Previous research suggests:
•• High efficacy users have better informationHigh efficacy users have better information

searching strategies, better conceptualize Websearching strategies, better conceptualize Web
structures, and are more persistent in completingstructures, and are more persistent in completing
Web-based tasksWeb-based tasks

•• Low efficacy users tend to read the details andLow efficacy users tend to read the details and
accept rather than question computer systemsaccept rather than question computer systems

BanduraBandura, (1997); Cockrell & Jayne, (2002); Frick, (1999); , (1997); Cockrell & Jayne, (2002); Frick, (1999); LiawLiaw, (2002), Tsai, (2002), Tsai
& Tsai, (2003)& Tsai, (2003)



GoalGoal

 Determine how contextual navigationalDetermine how contextual navigational
elements and information structure, inelements and information structure, in
conjunction with user self-efficacy,conjunction with user self-efficacy,
influence how users:influence how users:
•• Are able to locate target pagesAre able to locate target pages
•• Rate a Web siteRate a Web site

 Question accuracy was measured to validateQuestion accuracy was measured to validate
participantsparticipants’’ understanding of a page understanding of a page’’ss
content organization once the correct pagecontent organization once the correct page
was located.was located.



MethodMethod

 2 (depth) x 3 (navigation) mixed design2 (depth) x 3 (navigation) mixed design
•• Target answers located on wide or deep pages (W)Target answers located on wide or deep pages (W)
•• Web sites with a context menu, emphasizedWeb sites with a context menu, emphasized

context menu, or without a context menu (B)context menu, or without a context menu (B)

 52 Participants Completed:52 Participants Completed:
•• Information location test - 10 questions from WebInformation location test - 10 questions from Web

site contentsite content
 Start page varied for each questionStart page varied for each question

•• Web site rating Web site rating (5 (5 LikertLikert scale questions) scale questions)

•• DemographicsDemographics
 Self-assessment of Web efficacy (6 Self-assessment of Web efficacy (6 LikertLikert questions) questions)
 Years of Internet ExperienceYears of Internet Experience



Navigation DesignNavigation Design

No Context Menu
(NCM)

Emphasized Context Menu
(ECM)



Sample  QuestionsSample  Questions

Sample usability rating question:

Overall, how difficult was it for you to locate the information for the
questions?

Not
Difficult

Somewhat
Difficult

Very
Difficult

Extremely
Difficult

4321

Sample target location test question:

For what times is research room 104D reserved on September 28th?
a.11-12, 2-3
b.10-5
c.10-7
d.11-4
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HypothesesHypotheses
 Participants would locate more targetsParticipants would locate more targets

and answer more questions correctlyand answer more questions correctly
when:when:
•• searching for information located onsearching for information located on

pages pages widewide in a site in a site
•• using a site with a plain context menuusing a site with a plain context menu

 High Internet efficacy participantsHigh Internet efficacy participants
would locate more targets and answerwould locate more targets and answer
more questions correctly as well asmore questions correctly as well as
provide lower usability ratingsprovide lower usability ratings



ResultsResults
 Target depth significantly affectedTarget depth significantly affected

participants ability to locate target pagesparticipants ability to locate target pages
and question accuracyand question accuracy
(p < 0.00)(p < 0.00)

 No significant effect of navigation designNo significant effect of navigation design
on ability to locate targets, questionon ability to locate targets, question
accuracy, or Web site ratingaccuracy, or Web site rating

4.834.834.504.50WideWide

4.234.233.963.96DeepDeep

AccuracyAccuracyLocate TargetLocate TargetMean ScoresMean Scores



ResultsResults

Target Depth and Design (p < .12)
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ResultsResults

 High Internet efficacy participants answeredHigh Internet efficacy participants answered
significantly more questions correctlysignificantly more questions correctly
t(50) = -2.11, p = .04t(50) = -2.11, p = .04

 High Internet efficacy participants providedHigh Internet efficacy participants provided
significantly higher usability ratingssignificantly higher usability ratings
t(50) = -1.97, p = .05t(50) = -1.97, p = .05

 Internet efficacy was positively correlated to:Internet efficacy was positively correlated to:
•• years of Internet experienceyears of Internet experience

rr (50) = .31,  (50) = .31, pp < .05 < .05
•• participants reported difficulty in locating targetsparticipants reported difficulty in locating targets

rr (50) = .40,  (50) = .40, pp < .01 < .01



ResultsResults
Interaction Between Navigation Design and 

Years of Internet Experience (p < .075)
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DiscussionDiscussion
 Depth of target informationDepth of target information

•• Supports previous research indicating depthSupports previous research indicating depth
negatively impacts task performancenegatively impacts task performance

•• 3-5 links even problematic3-5 links even problematic

 Navigation design (context menu)Navigation design (context menu)
•• Trend indicating navigation design may affectTrend indicating navigation design may affect

usability rating usability rating –– usefulness of subjective data usefulness of subjective data

 Internet self-efficacyInternet self-efficacy
•• High efficacy participants have better overallHigh efficacy participants have better overall

understandingunderstanding
•• may develop over timemay develop over time



Future ResearchFuture Research

 Use different navigational designsUse different navigational designs

 Tracking use of specific navigationsTracking use of specific navigations

 Impact of experience on designImpact of experience on design
preferences and feedback duringpreferences and feedback during
usability testingusability testing



Thank You!Thank You!

Questions?Questions?


